Magic Joiner
General Instructions
Magic Joiners have been designed to connect to most modular King Living furniture.
Reconfiguring your King Living furniture is made simple with the Magic Joiners which use
magnets to attach to King Living’s unique galvanised steel frame. This process is as easy
as arranging the furniture in the configuration that suits your needs and attaching the
Magic Joiners underneath to hold the modules together.
Magic Joiner sizes vary depending on the model and type of King Living furniture.
For more information please visit our website:

kingliving.com
Step 1

Push the sofa
(or Sleep+) modules
firmly together.
It’s critical that there
is no gap between
the modules.

Step 2

Join the front of the
modules.

Ensure the magnets
are facing upwards.
Place the Magic Joiner
underneath the front of the
modules, and press upwards
onto the steel frames.
Please note:
The steel frames are
located underneath
the modules, beneath
the fabric covering*.
*The fabric covering
won’t be damaged
by the Magic Joiner.

Magnetic Magic Joiners are attracted to the
steel frames (beneath the modules underside
fabric). Magic Joiners hold modules together
securely.
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Step 3

Move the Magic Joiner
within the shaded zone
(see diagram) until it’s in
the correct position.
Please note:
Magic Joiners use
different positions (within
the shaded zone) depending
on which product you
have purchased.
Use your hand to push
the Magic Joiner firmly
up, until it’s sitting flat
against the steel frames
of both modules.
Join the rear of the
modules in the same
manner as the front,
by repeating Step 2
and Step 3.

Delta Storage

For Delta Storage, join the
modules together before installing
Storage Tub.
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Underside View:
Compatible Modules.
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